Abstract 26 Humans can learn to make accurate movements when the required map between vision and 27 motor commands changes, but can visuomotor maps obtained through experience with one 28 limb benefit the other? Complete transfer would require new maps to be both fully 29 compatible and accessible between limbs. However, when this question is addressed by 30 providing subjects with rotated visual feedback during reaching, transfer is rarely apparent in 31 the first few trials with the unpractised limb, and is sometimes absent altogether. Partial 32 transfer might be explained by limited accessibility to remapped brain circuits, since critical 33 visuomotor transformations mediating unilateral movements appear to be lateralised. 34
Introduction8 between goal and action was less certain than in the frontal plane condition (as was the case 206 for our original sagittal-aligned condition where there was strong transfer), but the 207 perturbation introduced conflicts in visual and intrinsic coordinate frames between the limbs 208 (as per our original frontal plane condition). Thus, negligible transfer in this condition would 209 exclude the possibility that differences in goal / action uncertainty could underlie the results 210 of the main experiment, and leave coordinate frame conflicts as the only tenable mechanism 211 consistent with the data. Feedback of movement timing was as per Control Experiment 1. 212
213

Data analysis 214
The primary measure of task performance was the angular deviation from a straight line from 215 force at movement onset to the centre of the target when the force path crossed a radius at 216 40% of target force. To adjust for inter-subject differences in baseline directional biases, the 217 directional error of trials in adaptation and generalisation blocks was corrected by subtracting 218 the mean bias observed during baseline performance with the corresponding hand. The onset 219 time of each movement was specified as when the resultant velocity of the force-time signal 220 last changed from negative to positive prior to exceeding seven times the standard deviation 221 of the baseline velocity signal. This allowed calculation of reaction time, from target 222 presentation to movement onset, and movement time, from movement onset to target 223 acquisition time. Errors which differed by more than 1.5 times the inter-quartile range of 224 values for each block of 16 trials were discarded as outliers (total proportion of discarded 225 trials = 2.1%). Percentage transfer was calculated as the difference between the mean of 226 errors in the first two trials in the adaptation phase and the mean of errors in the first two 227 trials when using the same limb in the transfer phase, divided by the difference between mean 228 errors in the first two trials of adaptation and the mean error in the final block of the 229 adaptation phase. 230 were exposed to visuomotor rotation, the mean errors of each consecutive set of four trials 233 were fit to the following single exponential function according to a non-linear least squares 234 approach using the Matlab fit function: 235 236 where y = trial number, b = the rate constant, x = aiming error, and c = the asymptote of the 237 function. The terms a, b and c, were constrained to be positive, and were initialised to the 238 values 60, 0.05, and 10. 239
240
Statistical Analysis 241
Unless otherwise specified, mixed repeated measures ANOVA general linear models were 242 used to analyse each experiment, with Fisher's LSD post hoc tests applied to identify the 243 origin of main or interaction effects. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (using Lilliefors 244 probabilities for sample-based estimates of mean and SD) was used to assess whether the 245 distributions of all variables were approximately normal, and the Mauchley test was used to 246 assess the sphericity of repeated measures effects with greater than two levels. If the 247 assumptions of normality or sphericity were violated, non-parametric tests or Geisser degree of freedom corrections were applied respectively. Data are summarised as 249 mean (+ standard deviation) in the text. The significance level for all contrasts was α < 0.05. 250
251
Results
252
Main experiment 253
Grand average reaction times from stimulus presentation to force onset were 319 + 64 ms, 254
and average target acquisition times were 567 + 166 ms. The average time from movement 255 onset to 40% of target distance was 140 + 41 ms. Example cursor trajectories (mean of the 256 first 4 movements normalised by movement duration and target position) for individual 257 subjects are shown in figure 1. 258 were reduced to 12° + 7° by the final adaptation block as subjects learned the new map 263 between visual target position and finger force direction. The size of initial errors on the first 264 two trials at the start of the adaptation phase were similar for three subject groups (non-265 significant post-hoc comparisons with p > 0.2, following exposure phase x group ANOVA 266 interaction, F 2,21 = 6.60, p = 0.006; Fig 2a. ), as were mean errors within each of the 10 blocks 267 of 16 trials in the adaptation phase (post hoc comparisons between conditions for all 268 movement blocks, p > 0.2; following experimental condition x exposure phase x movement 269 block interaction; F 18, 189 = 1.8, p = 0.03; Fig 2c,d,e) . However, the rate constants for the 270 exponential fits of error reductions during the adaptation phase were significantly higher in 271 the two sagittal conditions than in the frontal condition for the left hand (Fig 3d,f ; Kruskal-272 Wallis ANOVA by ranks H = 8.65, p = 0.01, pair-wise Wilcoxon contrasts, p < 0.05). 273
Apparent differences for the right hand were not statistically significant (Fig 3a,c ; H = 1.82, p 274 > 0.2). These differences in error reduction rates raise the possibility that any differences in 275 the degree of transfer observed for the sagittal and frontal conditions could be due to a greater 276 rate of adaptation for sagittal workspaces. However, there were no significant correlations 277 between rate constants in the adaptation versus transfer phases of the experiment, nor 278 between the adaptation rates and initial error in the transfer phase (mean of first 2 279 movements) for any condition (Table 1 ). There were also no significant differences in the 280 asymptote coefficient values of the exponential curve fits between conditions (phase x group 281 interaction, F 2,21 = 3.17, p = 0.06). As this interaction effect was marginal, post hoc testswere considered for the relevant pair-wise contrasts; all p > 0.2. Finally, the analysis of errors 283 according to target direction (see Analysis according to target direction section below) 284 illustrates that coordinate frame alignment is an important determinant of inter-limb transfer, 285 even for the frontal and sagittal (conflicting perturbation) groups. 286
287
Transfer to the opposite limb 288
The average aiming error in the first "transfer" trials with the unpractised hand was reduced 289 only in the condition in which the distortion was aligned in joint-and eye-based coordinates 290 for the two hands (Fig 1d,e,f; Fig 2) . Note that the significant, 76% transfer between limbs for 291 the mean errors observed on the first two transfer trials in the sagittal (aligned perturbation) 292 display group cannot be explained as a simple sum of the non-significant 19% and 8% 293 transfer values observed for the other two groups (Fig 2a; group x phase interaction F = 6.60, 294 p = 0.006, post hoc for aligned conditions p < 0.001, for other conditions p > 0.17). Aiming 295 errors averaged over each corresponding block of 16 trials during the transfer phase were also 296 significantly lower after adaptation with the opposite limb when reference frames were 297 aligned for the two limbs (Fig 2d; all p < 0.05). There were no significant transfer phase 298 performance benefits in the first 2 movement blocks (i.e. 32 trials) for conditions in which the 299 perturbation caused opposite effects in joint and visual coordinates bilaterally (all p > 0.9; Fig  300 1d,e). 301
302
In addition to the absolute size of errors, the rate of error reduction during the transfer phase 303 relative to naive exposure to a visual rotation may also provide information about the transfer 304 of new visuomotor maps between limbs. The rate constants for the frontal display condition 305 were similar in adaptation and transfer phases for both hands (Fig 3 c,f ; pair-wise Wilcoxon 306 contrasts p < 0.2). For the sagittal (conflicting perturbation) condition, the rate of error 307 reduction was significantly lower in the transfer than the adaptation phase for the right hand12 (p > 0.05), but similar between phases for the left hand (p < 0.2). The apparent tendencies for 309 faster adaptation rate after opposite limb adaptation for the left hand of the sagittal (aligned 310 perturbation) group, but slower for the right hand (Fig 3c,f) , were not statistically significant 311 (left hand p = 0.16; right p = 0.33). These results indicate that although errors were initially 312 reduced after opposite limb transfer when coordinate frames were aligned, there was no 313 subsequent benefit in terms of the absolute rate of error reduction. 314
315
Symmetry of transfer 316
The percentage transfer values based on the mean errors in the first two trials of the 317 adaptation and transfer phases were similar for left to right versus right to left transfer in all 318 three conditions (sagittal joint LR = -2%; sagittal joint RL = 18%; frontal LR = 25%; frontal 319 RL = 10%; sagittal aligned LR = 60%; sagittal aligned RL = 86%), as supported by a lack of 320 significant interaction effects involving the factor "hand" in the analysis of the mean errors 321 on the first trials (all F < 0.38, p > 0.6). This suggests that when eye-based and joint based 322 coordinates were aligned, new visuomotor maps obtained through experience with either 323 hand were immediately available to the opposite limb. Although there were no significant 324 interaction effects involving the two factors, hand and exposure phase, from the block means 325 ANOVA (all F < 1.8, p > 0.05), the exponential fit analysis illustrates that the rate of error 326 reduction was significantly higher in the transfer phase for the sagittal (aligned perturbation) 327 display group than the frontal display group only for the left hand (H = 11.0, p < 0.01; pair-328 wise post hoc p > 0.01). There was also an opposite trend of greater error reduction rates in 329 the transfer than the adaptation phase for the right hand of the frontal display condition 330 compared with the two sagittal display conditions (both p = 0.1). This suggests that the rate at 331 which errors are further reduced to asymptote for the sagittal display group (aligned 332 perturbation) after the initial symmetrical, immediate benefit of opposite limb adaptation is 
Savings analysis 341
The design of the experiment meant that each subject was exposed to visuomotor rotation on 342 two days (separated by at least 2 weeks), such that the hand used in the transfer phase on day 343 one was also the hand used in the adaptation phase on day two. Accordingly, it is of interest 344 to determine whether there was savings between testing sessions, and whether the results are 345 similar if only the first session is considered. The repeated session design had no effect on the 346 immediate effects of visuomotor perturbation with either limb. For the mean errors on the 347 first two trials in adaptation and transfer phases, there were no significant differences in 348 initial error or transfer between the first and second days of testing (testing day x exposure 349 phase F 1,18 = 0.003, p = 0.96; testing day x exposure phase x condition F 2,18 = 1.24, p = 0.31). 350
There were also no significant differences between adaptation phase or transfer phase error 351 reduction rate constants on each day. However, averaged across all conditions and over the 352 entire set of training blocks, aiming errors were significantly improved after opposite limb 353 adaptation on the second testing day, but not the first (day x exposure phase interaction 
Analysis according to target direction 378
In order to further explore the possible role of reference frame conflicts in the lack of transfer 379 observed for the frontal and sagittal (conflicting perturbation) display groups, we analysed 380 aiming errors separately for targets depending on whether the joint forces required to move 381 toward the visual target were aligned for the two hands at baseline and/or under rotated 382 conditions (Fig 4a) . Note that all targets were aligned in both joint-based and visual 383 coordinates for the sagittal condition in which the display was aligned with the elbow during 384 the transfer phase. For the other two groups, however, the joint forces required to reach 385 horizontal and oblique targets differed for the left and right hands at baseline due to theirthe four approximately vertical targets grouped as T1 in figure 4a required similar adduction 389 or abduction forces for both hands at baseline. However, under rotated visual feedback, 390 cursor motion to the top targets required abduction-flexion forces for the right finger, and 391 abduction-extension forces for the left finger. A similar mismatch occurred for the bottom 392 targets initially requiring adduction forces. Thus, the required visual and joint force directions 393 aligned for left and right hands at baseline for T1 targets, but were different under visuomotor 394 rotation. For the approximately horizontal T2 targets, neither the baseline nor the rotated joint 395 force directions overlapped for the two hands, since oblique or horizontal forces were 396 required in each case. For both sets of diagonal targets, T3 and T4, the required joint forces 397 did not match for the two hands at baseline. However, a similar joint force was required to 398 reach the T3 targets with either hand under rotated conditions, whereas the rotated joint 399 forces required for T4 targets differed between limbs. Note that the specification of T3 and 400 T4 targets is shown only for clockwise visual rotation in the figure, and that the orientation of 401 these targets was reversed when there was a counter-clockwise rotation in the sagittal display 402 conditions. 403
404
Errors on the first two trials in the transfer phase for the sagittal display (aligned perturbation) 405 group were consistent with a generalised transfer effect that is not target specific. Transfer 406 phase errors were significantly smaller than initial adaptation phase errors on all target sets 407 except T2 (Fig 4d; T2 post hoc p = 0.17, all other p < 0.01; following target x phase x group 408 interaction effect F 5.5,57.9 = 2.674, p = 0.03). However, errors were significantly smaller on the 409 first two trials after opposite hand adaptation for T4 targets for the frontal display condition limbs. However, according to this explanation, significant benefits would also be expected 430 for T2 targets in the conditions for which the perturbation conflicted in different coordinate 431 systems for the two limbs. We cannot explain this lack of effect, except to note that there was 432 also a lack of transfer for these targets for the sagittal (aligned perturbation) display 433 condition. Although there were no differences in the adaptation phase errors or error 434 reduction rates that would suggest slower adaptation for these targets (data not shown), it is 435 possible that transfer is weaker for near horizontal targets because of stronger baseline 436 associations between horizontal targets and flexion-extension forces. between the transfer and control conditions in the final ("transfer") phase of the experiment 451 (Fig 5b,c) . After prior exposure with the same limb, errors rapidly converged to asymptotic 452 performance, whereas the rate of subsequent error reduction after opposite limb adaptation 453 was more moderate. Accordingly, the median rate constant for error reduction in the transfer 454 phase was significantly greater for the control group than the transfer group (U 14 = 8.0, p = 455 0.01), whereas the rate constants during initial exposure to the rotation in the adaptation 456 (Fig. 6 ). Adaptation to a visuomotor rotation with one limb did not 493 significantly affect aiming errors on the first 2 trials with the opposite limb ( Fig. 6a; 
Visuomotor remapping involves multiple reference frames 508
The results show that after adaptation to a visuomotor distortion with one limb, transfer to the 509 opposite limb is immediate and strong when the required remapping is aligned in all relevant 510 reference frames. In contrast, there was limited transfer overall when the perturbation 511 
